
APC 30/04/2009 – 13th meeting 2008-09   
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Minutes of the meeting of the Academic Policy Committee held on Thursday 30th April 2009, from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m., 
Room 310, James Administration Building 

 
Present:  M.J. Mendelson (chairing), W. Caplin, A. DeGuise, B. Dourley, V. Errunza, D. Farrow, P. Holland, M. Kaartinen, 

 D. Klinck, G. Lane-Mercier, A. Ling, S. MacDougall, J. Schmidt, M. Szyf, C. Weston, N. Wilkinson, 
H.M.C. Richard (Secretary to the Committee) 

Regrets: J. Angeles, G. Brown, J. Côté, W. Hendershot, C. Jastrezebski, M. Kreiswirth, A.C. Masi, J. Potter, R. Rozen  
Guest:    P. Smith 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Documents circulated at the meeting: none 
 
13.01     Proposed agenda 
 
              The agenda was approved as proposed. 
                 
13.02     Minutes of meeting held on 16th April 2009                             
 
 The minutes were approved as circulated. 
 
13.03    Business arising 
 
 None. 
 
13.04    Academic Program Reviews 
              
          CONFIDENTIAL 
 
13.05.   APC Subcommittee on Courses and Programs (SCTP) 
             SCTP Report on 19th March 2009 approvals (09-APC-04-87)  
 
        a) New options of existing programs: 
        -  M.A. Music Theory; Gender and Women’s Studies  
        -  M.A. Music; Musicology; Gender and Women’s Studies  
        -  M.Arch.; Professional – Non-Thesis; Design Studio – Directed Research  
  

The new options of existing programs listed above were approved by APC.  These approvals will be 
reported to Senate in APC’s 412th Report (D08-67) for the meeting of Senate on 20th May 2009. 

 
 b) Revision of existing program: 

 -  M.Arch.; Professional – Non-Thesis; Design Studio  
 

The revision to the “M.Arch.; Professional – Non-Thesis; Design Studio” program was approved by APC.  
This approval will be reported to Senate in APC’s 412th Report (D08-67) for the meeting of Senate on 20th May 
2009. 

 
13.06   Proposed student exchange agreements 
 
        a) New Agreement - Huazhong Agricultural University (09-APC-04-88) 
        

This uni-directional agreement between McGill University, Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences 
and Huazhong Agricultural University (HAU), in China, follows a successful agreement approved and 
implemented in June 2008 by which ten students from South China Agricultural University (SCAU) spent a 
month at McGill.   
 
APC approved the proposed agreement with Huazhong Agricultural University.  This approval will be 
reported to Senate in APC’s 412th Report (D08-67) for the meeting on 20th May 2009 of Senate. 
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 b) New Student Exchange Agreement – Hebrew University of Jerusalem – Management (09-APC-04-89) 
 

It is hoped that the proposed student exchange agreement between Hebrew University of Jerusalem, the 
Jerusalem School of Business Administration, and McGill University, Desautels Faculty of Management, can be 
elevated to the university level.   
 
APC approved the proposed agreement with the Jerusalem School of Business Administration of the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. This approval will be reported to Senate in APC’s 412th Report (D08-67) for 
the meeting on 20th May 2009 of Senate. 

 
c) Student Exchange Agreement – Universidad Peruano Cayetano Heredia, Peru – Medicine (09-APC-04-90) 

 
The proposed agreement between the Universidad Peruana Cayetano Heredia, Facultad de Medicina Alberto 
Hurtado, and McGill University, Faculty of Medicine, will be open to students and residents in the Faculty of 
Medicine.  This is McGill’s first agreement with a Peruvian partner.   
 
APC approved the proposed student exchange agreement with Universidad Peruano Cayetano Heredia, 
Facultad de Medicina Alberto Hurtado.  This approval will be reported to Senate in APC’s 412th Report 
(D08-67) for the meeting on 20th May 2009 of Senate. 
 
In response to a query into the manner in which such student exchange agreements are initiated, it was explained 
that they are initiated either at the faculty level or at the university level.  The initiative may come from 
individual professors who develop contacts, such as research collaborations or joint projects, and propose a 
faculty-level agreement that may later be expanded to university level.  McGill University may also identify 
institutions of comparable stature with which it is interested in developing exchanges.  Exchanges can be at the 
level of a discipline, of a program, and of an academic unit within a faculty (for example, Architecture).  The 
initiators of exchanges at the faculty level have to make the case that the proposed partner is appropriate. 

 
In response to a query about a review of international exchange agreement procedures that was announced three 
years ago, it was reported that considerable activity had occurred on that front and that APC would be informed 
of those developments at a forthcoming meeting.  

 
It was also suggested that it would be very useful for the McGill community to have access to a website where 
the process for developing student exchange agreements would be outlined; this would be helpful to professors 
who see an opportunity for a student exchange and wish to know how to proceed with a proposal.  It was noted 
that a McGill International Education Network, including faculty administrators who work on international 
issues, meets regularly to share information: these are the persons in the faculties who would help professors.  It 
was noted that there is not a general awareness of the process at McGill and that a website providing such 
information would be helpful.   

  
13.07   APC Subcommittee on Teaching and Learning 
 
        Revised Draft – McGill University Lifetime Achievement Award for Leadership in Learning   

(2nd Rev 09-APC-01-58) 
 

It was stated that the “Lifetime Achievement Award for Leadership in Learning” proposal was revised in light of 
APC’s comments recorded in the minutes of the previous meeting.  The sections entitled “Attributes and 
Criteria” and “Evidence of Leadership in Leaning” were revised to reflect APC’s suggestions and concerns.  
 
It was agreed that the document had been much improved.  It was noted that bringing the findings of instructors’ 
or others’ research may not always be appropriate or relevant to the course taught; it may be less the findings 
than the research techniques/methods/processes that should be brought into the classroom.  The fourth bullet 
under "Attributes and Criteria" was revised to read: "Promote students' active engagement in learning by 
bringing the findings, methods and/or processes of cutting-edge research/scholarship into their classes and 
coursework." 
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APC approved the proposal for the McGill University Lifetime Achievement Award for Leadership in 
Learning for submission to Senate for approval.  The proposal will be included in APC’s 412th Report (D09-
67), for approval by Senate at its meeting on 20th Mary 2009.  

 
13.08 Universitas 21 – MOU - Jointly Awarded Ph.D. Degree (09-APC-04-91) 
 

The proposed Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), submitted by Associate Provost (Graduate Education) 
and Dean (Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies) Martin Kreiswirth, was presented as a framework for jointly 
awarded Ph.D. degrees.  To date, McGill has approved a joint EMBA with HEC-Montréal and a dual degree 
with the Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow, India (IIML).  It was proposed that, should APC and CGPS 
approve the MOU, APC seek approval in principle of the MOU and ask Senate to grant APC the authority to 
approve individual agreements.  An alternative would be that APC submit the first such agreement proposal to 
Senate for approval and seek authorization to approve all subsequent ones. 
 
In the discussion, it was noted that the thirteen institutions with which the agreement would be signed are among 
the better U21 universities and, as per Article 2 of the proposed MOU, the agreement could be extended to U21 
universities beyond the participating universities when appropriate. The key issue is the match between an 
individual student and a particular professor; a judgment will be exercised at that level.  The department, CGPS 
and APC will have to approve the individual Joint Ph.D. proposals.  While APC cannot contribute to the 
evaluation of the researchers, it can check that appropriate procedures have been followed, that the case has been 
properly made, that there is value-added, etc.   Students would likely spend most of their time at their lead 
university.  It was noted that the point is to have joint supervision, and that the joint Ph.D. concept should not be 
abused simply to enhance a Ph.D. candidate’s profile.  Concern was also expressed regarding thesis depository; 
it was suggested that the process could be complicated, were a copy of the thesis to be deposited at each 
institution. 
 
It was stated that this was a general framework and that agreements with a specific university on a case-by-case 
basis would have to be developed.  A template will be developed for each agreement.  Such agreements would 
cover such issues as intellectual property and privacy, which vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.  Article 13 
describes the process whereby a university may withdraw from the agreement.  
 
An error was corrected on page 2, at the end of the paragraph preceding Article 1: the text comprises 13 articles, 
not 12 and the sentence should therefore read: “… would include Articles 3-12 of the 13 Articles of this 
Memorandum of Understanding”. On page 4, Article 12 was corrected to read: “Normally, graduating students 
will be awarded their degree at a graduation ceremony normally at the lead university.”  These corrections will 
be relayed to Dean Kreiswirth. 
 
APC approved the proposed MOU and will submit it to Senate for approval, on condition that the MOU 
is approved by the Council on Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies at its meeting on 11th May.  APC will 
request that Senate approve the MOU in principle and that it grant APC the authority to approve 
individual student-based agreements. This item will be included in APC’s 412th Report to Senate (D08-67) for 
consideration by Senate on 20th May 2009. 

  
13.09   Other business 
 
 None.  
 
The meeting adjourned at 3:45 p.m. 
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